Early increases in ischaemic heart disease mortality dissociated from and later changes associated with respiratory mortality after cold weather in south east England
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Abstract

Study objective—To identify the time courses and magnitude of ischaemic heart (IHD), respiratory (RES), and all cause mortality associated with common 20–30 day patterns of cold weather in order to assess links between cold exposure and mortality. Design—Daily temperatures and daily mortality on successive days before and after a reference day were regressed on the temperature of the reference day using high pass filtered data in which changes with a cycle length <80 days were unaffected (<2%), but slower cyclical changes and trends were partly or completely suppressed. This provided the short term patterns of both temperature and mortality associated with a one day displacement of temperature. The results were compared with simple regressions of unfiltered mortality on temperature at successive delays. Study population and setting—Population of south east England, including London, over 50 years of age from 1976–92. Main results—Colder than average days in the linear range 15 to 0°C were associated with a “run up” of cold weather for 10–15 days beforehand and a “run down” for 10–15 days afterwards. The increases in deaths were maximal at 3 days after the peak in cold for IHD, at 12 days for RES, and at 3 days for all cause mortality. The increases lasted approximately 40 days after the peak in cold. RES deaths were significantly delayed compared with IHD deaths. Excess deaths per million associated with these short term temperature displacements were 7.3 for IHD, 5.8 for RES, and 24.7 for all cause, per one day fall of 1°C. These were greater by 52% for IHD, 17% for RES, and 37% for all cause mortality than the overall increases in daily mortality per °C fall, at optimal delays, indicated by regressions using unfiltered data. Similar analyses of data at 0 to −6.7°C showed an immediate rise in IHD mortality after cold, followed by a fall in both IHD and RES mortality rates which peaked 17 and 20 days respectively after a peak in cold. Conclusion—Twenty to 30 day patterns of cold weather below 15°C were followed:(1) rapidly by IHD deaths, consistent with known thrombogenic and reflex consequences of personal cold exposure; and (2) by delayed increases in RES and associated IHD deaths in the range 0 to 15°C, which were reversed for a few degrees below 0°C, and were probably multifactorial in cause. These patterns provide evidence that personal exposure to cold has a large role in the excess mortality of winter.

Mortality from ischaemic heart disease (IHD) increases greatly in winter.1 Cold exposure causes increases not only in arterial pressure but in the red cell count, platelet count, blood viscosity, and plasma fibrinogen and cholesterol2–3 which could cause rapid IHD deaths from coronary thrombosis after cold. Further IHD deaths can be expected secondary to respiratory (RES) disease, since respiratory disease increases in cold weather,4,5 and influenza6,7 and other respiratory8 infections are known to be accompanied by increased IHD mortality. Possible causes of IHD deaths after respiratory infection include raised plasma fibrinogen associated with acute phase reaction,9 and reduction of fibrinolysis by endotoxin10 during secondary infection by Haemophilus bacilli. The sizes of increases in mortality with cold weather among populations in western Europe correlate with their levels of protection against cold.11 The detailed timing of these increases in relation to cold weather is important in assessing the nature of the link between them.

The main objective of this study was to try to identify separate timings for direct effects of short term temperature changes on IHD mortality and for indirect effects on IHD mortality secondary to respiratory disease. Previous assessments of the timing of IHD and RES mortality related to cold have been based either on multiple regression analysis, relating mortality on a reference day to temperatures on successive days before and after it, or on single regression, relating a change in mortality over a defined period to a change in temperature over the same or a different period.1213 Both approaches have suggested that after cold weather IHD mortality rises before RES mortality. However, multicollinearity, random variance, and probably variability in effects of a given day's temperature when preceding temperatures differ make day to day results of
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multiple regression analysis unstable and generally non-significant. Analysis based on a change in temperature ignores effects of the large opposite change in temperature which on average precedes such a change.11 The present analysis was designed to identify by single regression analysis both the pattern of daily temperatures and the day by day pattern of cause specific mortality associated with a colder than average day in the usual one to two month weather systems. High pass filtering was used to suppress slow cyclical changes and trends. The results were compared with overall relations of mortalities to temperature, which include seasonal and longer changes, obtained by direct regressions of unfiltered mortalities on temperature at successive delays. The analysis used daily data from south east England over 17 years from 1976 and therefore provided large numbers of deaths from a compact region.

Methods
DATA AND REGRESSIONS
Daily deaths of men and women aged 50 years and over from 1976-92 in Greater London, Hertfordshire, Essex, Kent, East and West Sus-

sex, Hampshire, Surrey, Berkshire, Oxfordshire, Buckinghamshire, and Bedfordshire, were extracted in relation to primary cause. Ischaemic heart disease (IHD) was classified as ICD 410.0-414.9, respiratory disease (RES) as 460.0-519.9, and all cause mortality as 0-999.9. Similar analysis for cerebrovascular deaths (ICD 430.0-438.9) gave results which were generally intermediate between IHD and RES and are not reported in detail here. Consistency was maintained between the 8th and 9th ICD series by excluding from the 8th series ICD 412.9, which was the code for cardiovascular arteriosclerosis and degeneration before 1979.

Daily estimates of population obtained by linear regression of mid-year population estimates (OPCS, Series DH1, table 2) against date were used to calculate daily mortality as deaths per 10^6 population. The population aged over 50 in the region was 5287 x 10^6 in 1976 and 5410 x 10^6 in 1992. Mortality rates before 1984 were adjusted for changes in coding instructions that year. Ordinary linear analysis was used for all regressions; mean deaths per day were 125 (IHD), 64 (RES), and 479 (ALL). Air pollution was not included in the analysis.11 Mean daily temperatures were obtained from three hourly measurements at the Weather Centre, London. For graphs, mortality data was “binned” at 1°C intervals.

TIME SERIES ANALYSIS ON FILTERED DATA
For analysis designed to show short term temperature and mortality displacements, mean daily temperatures and mortality data for each cause were digitally filtered using a Doly-Chebyshev 2.1 Hz high-pass filter, and linear trend was removed.13 This suppressed 69% or more of annual or slower changes while having no effect (<2%) on changes with cycle lengths of <80 days. The procedure discards the initial and final 256 days of the 17 years of data and centres the remainder on zero. With the filtered data, the mean daily temperature each day (day 0) that fell in a defined range (unfiltered) of either 0 to 15°C, or <0°C was used as the independent variable. Coefficients of regression on this were calculated first for temperature and then for each cause specific mortality on successive days before and after the reference day (day 0). Cochrane-Orcutt adjustment14 for serial correlation of error terms was not applied to the calculations we report, since all factors affecting temperature-mortality relations, serially correlated or not, were being studied. However, secondary calculations showed that all regression coefficients significantly (p<0.05) different from zero were also significantly different after Cochrane-Orcutt adjustment.
Temperature related mortality

**Figure 2** Regression coefficients for mortality rates (10^(-6).day^(-1)) on temperature (°C) at successive daily delays (b). In the temperature range 15 to 0°C. *At these peak displacements, values differ from zero, p<0.001. (a) In the temperature range 0 to −6.7°C. *At these peak displacements, values differ from zero, p=0.016 for ischaemic heart disease (closed circle) at 1 day, p=0.009 for ischaemic heart disease at 17 days; p=0.003 for respiratory disease (open squares) at 20 days.

Average delay of the daily mortality disturbance was obtained for each cause of death as:

\[ \sum D_M / \sum M = -15, \ldots, +40 \text{ days}. \]

where \( M \) is the coefficient of regression of daily mortality (filtered) from a given cause of death on daily fall in temperature (filtered); \( D \) is day number; \( i \) is the number of days before or after day 0; baseline for \( M \) was mean value on days −30 to −16 (see fig 3). For statistical comparisons, these delays for each cause of death were calculated for each of the 15 full years for which filtered data were available, and the annual delays for different causes of death were compared with each other by the Wilcoxon matched pairs rank test.

Total mortality from a given cause per °C.day fall in temperature was obtained as:

\[ \sum M / \sum T_i \]

where \( j = -15, \ldots, +15 \) days. Baseline for \( T \) was the mean value on days −30 to −16 (see fig 3).

**Other Statistical Terms**

\( p < 0.05 \) was considered significant.

**Results**

**Simple Mortality-Temperature Relations**

Below 18°C, IHD, cerebrovascular disease, RES, and all cause mortality rates at any delay up to 50 days increased as temperature decreased to 0°C (examples for IHD and RES are given in fig 1). The increases were closely linear below 15°C, which was accordingly used as the upper limit for analysis. The increase over the range 15 to 0°C was steepest (fig 2) at 2 days' delay on temperature for IHD, 12 days' for RES, and at 3 days' for all cause mortality. The increase in cerebrovascular deaths, not described in detail, was steepest at 5 days' delay. Regression coefficients at these delays in daily deaths,10^(-6.°C^(-1)), were −0.56 for IHD, −0.58 for RES, and −2.09 for all cause mortality, and are shown in figure 2(b) for IHD and RES. All were significant—\( p < 0.001 \).

Below 0°C, the lowest recorded temperature of −6.7°C, IHD mortality at short delays of 1 to 4 days continued to rise with the fall in temperature (fig 1(b)); the rise was steepest (fig 2(a)) at 1 day's delay in this range, with a regression coefficient of −0.63 daily deaths. 10^(-6.°C^(-1)) (\( p = 0.016 \)). At longer delays after a fall in temperature, IHD mortality fell. This was steepest at 17 days delay with a positive regression coefficient of 0.75 deaths.day^(-1).10^(-6.°C^(-1)) (\( p=0.009 \)) (figs 1(a), 2(a)). RES mortality showed little relation to temperature at delays up to a few days but at longer delays fell with fall in temperature, most steeply at 20 days' delay when the regression coefficient was 1.37 daily deaths.10^(-6.°C^(-1)) (\( p=0.003 \)). All cause mortality (not shown in fig 2) in the temperature range also showed little relation to temperature at delays up to 5 days but fell with fall in temperature at longer delays; most steeply at 20 days delay, when the regression coefficient was 3.64 daily deaths.10^(-6.°C^(-1)) (\( p=0.001 \)).

**Time Series Mortality Analyses after Short Term Temperature Disturbances, 15-0°C**

Analysis using high pass filtered data in the range 15 to 0°C showed a run up of 10 to 15 increasingly cold days before a colder than average day, followed by 10 to 15 decreasingly cold days (fig 3). Mortality from IHD started to increase almost simultaneously with the fall in temperature but peaked (\( p < 0.001 \)) 3 days after the peak cold and remained high for 30-40 days after peak cold—15-25 days after the temperature had returned to baseline. RES mortality was more delayed. It showed a clear increase only after peak cold, rising slowly to a maximum (\( p < 0.001 \)) 12 days after this peak and continuing for approximately 40 days after peak cold—25 days after temperature returned to baseline (fig 3). Cerebrovascular deaths, which are not described in detail, peaked 4 days after peak cold. All cause deaths peaked (\( p < 0.001 \)) 3 days after peak cold, and returned to baseline approximately 40 days after peak cold. Mean delays of mortality on temperature were 8.3 days for IHD, 19.8 days for RES, and 13.8 days for all causes mortality. For IHD and RES these delays differed; \( p=0.031 \).

The total increases in mortality and total °C.days fall in temperature shown in fig 3,
Figure 3. Time series analysis showing the time courses of mean daily temperature (T; °C) and mortality rates (M; 10⁻⁶ °C), associated with a cold day (day 0) in the temperature range 15 to 0°C. Values are regression coefficients of temperature or mortality on temperature on days before and after day 0. Horizontal lines are means of values at -30 to -16 days. IHD=ischaemic heart disease. RES=respiratory disease, and ALL=all cause mortality. *At these peak displacements values differ from zero, p < .001.

Figure 4. Time series analysis showing time courses of mean daily temperature (T; °C) and mortality (M; 10⁻⁶ °C), associated with a cold day (day 0) in the range 0 to -6.7°C. Values are regression coefficients of temperature or mortality on days before and after day 0. Horizontal lines are means of values at -30 to -16 days. IHD=ischaemic heart disease. RES=respiratory disease, and ALL=all cause mortality. *At peak positive and negative displacements, values differ from zero, p < 0.001 IHD at 1 day, p = 0.012 IHD at 17 days; p < 0.001 RES at 20 days; p < 0.001 ALL at 20 days.
per°C decline in temperature on the reference day (day 0) were 7.26 deaths.10^4 for IHD; 5.81 deaths.10^4 for RES; 24.68 deaths.10^4 for all causes, and 8.50°C days fall in temperature. Temperature displacement of 1°C for a day was therefore associated with an excess (per 10^8) of 0.85 for IHD, 0.68 for RES, and 2.87 for all cause deaths. These increases with short term temperature displacement are greater than the overall seasonal increases in daily deaths.10.6°C falls in temperature, indicated by simple overall regression coefficients with unfiltered data at optimal delays (fig 2), by 52% for IHD, 17% for RES, and 37% for all cause mortality.

**TIME SERIES MORTALITY AFTER TEMPERATURE DISTURBANCES AT 0 TO −6.7°C**

Analysis of similar data from the only 79 days colder than 0°C (fig 4) showed that a cold spell in the 0 to −6.7°C range was accompanied by rapid increase in IHD mortality, maximal at 1 day after peak cold (p<0.001), followed after 5 days by a fall maximal at 17 days (p=0.012). RES mortality showed a fall only, starting after at least 4 days and maximal at 20 days (p<0.001). All cause mortality rose on day 1 but then fell, to a minimum also at 20 days (both p<0.001).

**Discussion**

Both the direct mortality/temperature relations at successive delays and the analysis of filtered data indicate a rapid adverse effect of cold weather on IHD mortality at 15 to 0°C and at 0 to −6.7°C. The fact that the later rise in RES mortality and the sustained high level of IHD mortality associated with it were reversed below 0°C provides a strong indication that the late changes in IHD mortality were linked to RES disease. Respiratory infections are known to be accompanied by IHD mortality. Detailed timings of the different effects must be treated with caution. The rapid adverse effect of cold on IHD deaths in filtered data peaked at 24 hours in the 0 to −6.7°C range. Its apparently later peak at 3 days in the 15 to 0°C range is likely to be a result of overlap with the late IHD mortality secondary to RES disease in this temperature range. Similarly, the apparent start of the adverse effect of cold on RES mortality might be delayed by a brief “same day” favourable effect of a cold day on RES mortality. This has been suggested by some studies but these effects are not demonstrable in the common patterns of cold weather we analysed. With these reservations about precise timing, likely causes of the effects can be identified. Known thrombogenic and reflex effects of cold exposure provide an obvious cause of the rapid adverse effect of cold that peaked 1 to 3 days after peak cold throughout the 15 to −6.7°C range. Red cell and platelet counts, blood viscosity, plasma fibrinogen, and plasma cholesterol of volunteers increased within an hour of the start of an exposure to cold and reverted within 24 hours after it.3 3

Thrombi started by this process would cause death as soon as they extended sufficiently to cause fatal obstruction. Some of these thrombi are probably triggered by rupture of atheromatous plaque in a coronary artery as a result of the increased force of ventricular contraction and possibly by coronary spasm during the rise in arterial pressure induced by cold. Deaths may also be induced directly by relative myocardial ischaemia resulting from the high arterial pressure and coronary spasm but such deaths seem to be infrequent as they would occur during or just after the cold exposure, before the peak we report. Causes of the delayed effects of cold we observed on RES disease, adverse at 15 to 0°C and beneficial at just below 0°C, are more speculative. These could be caused by increased and reduced respiratory cross infection, as a result of crowding indoors and of bacterialidal effects of freezing, respectively. Excacerbation of established RES disease by cold exposure also possibly contributes to the adverse effect of cold, since brief inhalation of warm air is reported to have a lasting beneficial effect on established common colds.

The finding that short term temperature reductions in the range 15 to 0°C were associated with more excess mortality (IHD (93%), RES (17%), and all causes (37%)) than was indicated by the overall regressions of mortalities on temperature in this range, at optimal delays, was unexpected. The overall regressions represent a combination of long term and short term effects of cold plus the effects of non-thermal seasonal factors such as reduced vitamin C intake in winter, which is reported to increase RES but probably not IHD mortality. The relatively large short term mortality rates after brief cold, particularly for IHD, suggest therefore not only that any non-thermal adverse effects of winter on mortality are relatively small but that slow seasonal falls in temperature caused less mortality than brief falls. One obvious explanation for this is provided by the reductions in cardiovascular responses to cold that occur when brief exposures to cold are repeated (habituation). These responses, which shift blood centrally from the cutaneous circulation, lead to the haemoconcentration seen in the cold. They can be expected to be reduced by repetition during winter.

The general conclusion is that direct exposure to cold and, probably, respiratory cross infections are responsible for most excess winter mortality. Measures to reduce cold exposure therefore provide the clearest means of preventing IHD and probably RES mortality in winter. In the case of RES, immunisation against influenza and treatment of secondary infection can clearly prevent some winter deaths. The practicability of behaviourial changes to reduce respiratory cross infection and opportunities for antibiotic treatment of common respiratory viral infections, are limited.
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